Kevin Doyle and Sol Y Sombra Quartet

4:00 - 5:00 p.m. Wick Student Center Social Hall

Kevin and Sol Y Sombra, formerly known as the Latin Jazz Project, have strived to express a wide range of musical styles representing the musical heritage of multiple ethnicities embodied in the complexity of American life. Sol Y Sombra was founded by the late Anibal Hernandez in 1999 and has become a Western New York standard-bearer for Latin jazz. They have expertise in a wide range of styles, including salsa típica, and “jibaro”, traditional music genres of Cuba and Puerto Rico, respectively. Kevin Doyle is pianist & arranger while WNY’s top jazz artists fill out the group’s roster. They have made noteworthy appearances throughout WNY at such places as Shea’s, Jazz In The Park, M&T Plaza Music Series, Elmwood Village Concert Series, and Lewiston Jazz Festival.